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To learn how and why a sail is
More than a boat ride.

And to learn how we can
participate in the experience more

deeply.



Sailing

“By its very nature sailing is slightly enigmatic
and requires abstract thought. It takes effort.

Which in turn necessitates a certain amount of
involvement. And this involvement is what

being a sailor is all about.”



P “Each time I drop the mooring there is magic
. . . when I realize that through cunning and
skill I have tricked the wind into moving my
boat.”

Becoming a Sailor

Magic



Definition of a sailor.

“A sailor is one who can handle a vessel
of almost any type quietly and

competently. [And] can read the water,
the current, the waves, the clouds and

even the smells.” [italics mine] 
Much like having one’s thumb on the

pulse of the universe.



“Sailing is not a science that can be
practiced with precision. It is an art,
or at the least a craft, with its own

medium. As an artist uses and
understands light, you must

understand the wind. It is the sailor’s
medium.”



1.  Wind Sense

2.  Apparent versus True
Wind

3.  Points of Sail



IT’S ALL ABOUT THE
WIND

Developing Wind sense



A wind sense begins with knowing
from whence the wind blows, its
direction, and it’s intensity, it’s

strength.



Wind Facts and Their Application



Only 2 relevant questions:

1) Direction, and  
 

2) Velocity or Intensity.



– The source, the direction, of the wind
determines the primary reference
relative to the boat and forms the
reference to which all is related.

– [points of sailing]

Direction.





PKnow the winds by their speed, but
understand the pressures they bring to bear.

Intensity.

Wind Strength









TRUE wind versus APPARENT

Wind

“The wind you feel when moving is apparent
wind, a combination of the true wind and the

wind you create for yourself by moving through
the air.”





1).  Describe the best indicator of wind
direction. How is this determined, and

why is it best?

2).  Define the “no-sail zone”. How is this
determined and why is this so?

3).  What are the three main points of
sailing. How are they determined?

4).  What is the origin of the “force”
determinant of wind intensity?
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